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1. DIANA, Princess of Wales: 

When we think of a perfect mix of style and elegance while planning a wedding dress, 

who comes to our mind but none other than everyone’s favorite royal, Princess Diana. 

Her wedding dress being one of the most guarded secrets in the history of time, her 

otherwise sleek sense of style never failed to amaze the paparazzi at that time. Not only a 

fashion icon, she was also a patron, president and a member of numerous charities and 



organizations. Her support for the International Campaign to Ban Landmines only adds to 

powerful image as an icon. 

 

 

2. Marissa Mayer, CEO of Yahoo: 

Bold and beautiful define our beauty that is not just a pretty face but is also holds one of 

the most powerful positions today. She is the woman, woman all over the world dream of 

being; her fashion sense translates into her management preference. Her talents are not 

limited to the field of computer science, she has also known to have taken pre-med 

classes in the prestigious Stanford University, and need we say more. Her profile includes 

Google, Harvard and her confidence in herself is reflected in the way she presents herself. 

She has been featured in Vogue, even at her Ted Talk she wore a belle skirt where 

complemented the blouse perfectly.  

 

 



 

3. Hina Rabbani Khar- Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, Pakistan 

Known to be the youngest and the first woman foreign minister of the State, she is also known 

for being the first woman to have presented the budget for a state. The media went crazy over her 

foreign visits where they identified her signature look to be pearls, Robert Cavalli shades, 

birkins. Her must have is her birkin which just shows her level of sophistication when it comes to 

a style choice. Not only a politician and a style icon, she also happens to be a polo enthusiast and 

believes being trendy is not about skin show. 



 
 

4. Chavvi Rajawat-  Sarpanch of Soda, Rajasthan 

 

She is not very known but deserves a mention for all her contributions and her path which 

proves any woman can rise to levels they’ve never imagined of and contribute to the 

society. She left her corporate life and job to develop rural India. TOI credits her to be the 

changing face of Rural Rajasthan. Her style can be described as fresh, simple. 

Accessorizing perfectly adds a zing to her looks. Casuals, Indian wear are what she 

prefers. She is known to be the youngest and the smartest politician in India 



 

5. Michelle Obama- First Lady, USA 

She needs no introduction and she has previously worn other designers of Indian origin 

like Naeem Khan, Rachel Ray and Prabal Gurung. Her choices include peplum dresses 

tailored to complement her body type. Her smart range of choices includes formals, long 

dresses (maxis), summer dresses. Minimal is perfection when it comes to public 

appearances. The vibrant colors and signature styled knee length dresses with an Indian 

twist were much appreciated. Behind every successful man, there’s a woman and behind 

one of the most powerful man in the world is none other than our superstar lady. She has 

become a fashion icon and a role model for women, an advocate for poverty awareness, 

nutrition and healthy eating. 



 

6. Oprah Winfrey-Chairwomen and CEO of Harpo Productions, Oprah Winfrey 

Network (CCO included), Actress, host, author  

Who doesn’t recognize the enigmatic aura that she brings in with her when she arrives. 

Her talents are never-ending, her charm, smile, brilliance, wit, humor everything adds to 

her great personality. Her sense of style is enhanced by her personality. Sleek, bright, 

dashing choices with beautiful accessories complete an Oprah Winfrey’s look. She is an 

expert at dressing perfectly for her body type, and she always chooses flattering 

silhouettes. Of course, there's some crazy 80's looks which made history. Ranked the 

richest African-American and among the greatest philosophers, she ranks high on our list.  



 

7. Diya Kumari- princess of Jaipur,Politician 

The princess steals a million breaths when she dons traditional attire. Her style is timeless, 

classic, simple and she believs that comfort-details what true luxury is about. She manages the 

family heritage and two trusts. Apart from her royal duties, she manages two schools and 

engages in the management of the three palace hotels. She is rooted in reality and unspoilt in 

glamor. She is a guardian of her legacy is doing a great job to keep the art and culture of the 

royal family alive. The detailing in her clothes or jewellery is carved out especially for her. 

 

 


